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MOTTO  
 

 


	 ا�ّ���ل �ّ�  1.ا���أن � ���� وإ�ّ�� ��

[ Aly b. Abu T}a>lib RA. ]  

 

*** 

“Understanding begins… 

when something addresses to us.”2  

[ Hans-Georg Gadamer ] 

                                                           
1 Al-Thabari, as it quoted by Nashr Hamid Abu Zayd. See Nasr Hamid Abu Zayd, Naqd 

al-Khit}a<b al-Di>ny, Cairo: Sina li al-Nashr, 1992, p. 56, 74, 87. 

2 Hans-Georg Gadamer, Truth and Method, edited translation by Garrett Barden and John 
Cumming, New York: Seabury Press, 1975, p. 266. 

1 
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Reg. Number : 054211065 
Title : Analyzing The Concept of Makky and Madany Science with 

Gadamer’s Hermeneutics 
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Department : Tafsir and Hadith 

____________________________________________________ 
 

In Qur’anic interpretation, Makky and Madany science are of the 
important elements. Because, to interpret Qur’anic verses without signification of 
both sciences (as well as other sciences included in what so-called as Ulu>m al-
Qur’a>n) is reputed invalid. However, the further discourse of Qur’anic 
interpretation and development of its methodology pay less attention to the 
significance of these sciences.  

Contemporary Qur’anic interpretation’s trend perceives Makky Madany as 
a discourse, which is very open toward a shifting. In the other word, it is very 
possible to the rethinking of the concept (Makky and Madany), since Qur’an 
cannot be alienated from its historicity. To deal with such a kind of a 
philosophical problem, it is needed a new perspective. Therefore, in the discussion 
and development of these sciences that is different from the establishing 
perspectives.  

Gadamer’s hermeneutics is considered relevant to be an analytical tool to 
gain this objective. His philosophical hermeneutics stir up itself with everything 
that makes understanding is possible. Therefore, this research will focuses on 
what is the contiguous between Makky and Madany science and Gadamer’s 
hermeneutics, and what is the relevance of Gadamer’s hermeneutics with Makky 
and Madany science. While the methodology used here is library research. This 
research focuses on characters, structure, contents, and horizons of Makky and 
Madany. The data will be analyzed qualitatively, and elaborated in descriptive, 
analytic, interpretative, and comparative-synthetic methods. 

There are some contiguity between Makky and Madany Science when it is 
analyzed with Gadamer’s hermeneutics that we could withdraw. Those are: 
Firstly, The concept of hermeneutical circle will find its relevance to the 
identification method of Makky and Madany verses and chapters; Secondly, The 
concept of dialogue and logic of question and answer will find the relevance to 
diverse characters of the verses and chapters; Thirdly, The Qur’an, as sacred texts, 
is truly unique in composition. It is neither prose nor poetry. But, there are a high 
frequency of rhetorical features occupied in it; Fourthly, the concept of historical 
understanding is demanding contemporaneity. Like enjoying a work of art, an 
understanding of the Qur'an is in fact experiencing contemporaneity with any 
discourses it offers. 
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Makky and Madany has relevance with Gadamer’s hermeneutics. The 
relevance between Gadamer’s hermeneutics and Makky and Madany science is 
because of two reasons: firstly, Gadamer’s emphasis on dialogue between past, 
present and future; secondly, Gadamer’s concern to the universality of language as 
the (only) mean of dialogue as well as the medium of human existential. 

Gadamer’s philosophical hermeneutics and Makky and Madany science 
are not two contrasting disciplines. To oppose both disciplines is a big mistake, 
since each has its own domain and proportion. Makky and Madany science with 
its certain method as part of Ulu>m al-Qur’a>n can be operated on philosophical 
foundation of understanding concerned by Gadamer, since he did not offer any 
methodological procedures. 

Some considerable points arise after analyzing Makky and Madany 
science with Gadamer’s hermeneutics as in follows: Makky and Madany science 
is a witness to the progression of history passed by human beings; Character, style 
and containing language that are the concern of Makky and Madany science 
provide clues about different horizons of the partners of dialogue; Language of the 
Qur'anic text, as mapped through the Makky and Madany science, should be 
understood as a point on their growth historically, with the historicity of its 
meaning, language tools and syntax; the Qur’anic hermeneutics has to take 
seriously the living phenomenon and to stop reducing the Qur’an to be only a text. 
It is time now to shift our conceptual framework from the Qur’an as a “text” to the 
Qur’an as “discourse”. 
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TRANSLITERATION OF ARABIC WORDS 

 

1. Consonants 

 q = ق  z = ز  ‘ = ا 
 k = ك  s = س  b = ب 
 l = ل  sh = ش  t = ت 
 m = م  {s = ص  th = ث 
 n = ن  dh = ض  j = ج 
 w = و  {t = ط  {h = ح 
 h = ھـ  zh = ظ  kh = خ 
 y = ي  ‘ = ع  d = د 

  gh = غ  dz = ذ 

  f = ف  r = ر 

 

In initial position, whether at the beginning of a word, following a prefixed 

preposition or conjunction, or following the definite article, Hamzah (ء) is not 

represented in romanization. When medial or final, (ء) is romanized as (‘). 

Example: 

نذاَ أَ    = adza>n   ُ7 َ8 ِّنذ  = mu’adzdzin   َ7ء�  = ma>’ 

 

2. Vowels 

a. Short vowels 

 Fathah (  َ◌   ) as a, kasrah (   ِ◌ ) as i, dhammah (   ُ◌ ) as u. 

b. Long vowels  

Long fathah =  a>, example :   ََل�< = qa>la 

Long kasrah = i>, example :   َ=?ِْ< = qi>la  

Long dhammah = u>, example :   َُدْون = du>na 

 

3. Tanwin is represented by an, in, and un, respectively. The short and long 

vowels at the end of a word are shown as parts of the words, as ( لَ >�َ  ) qala 

where the final a stands for the fathah on lam, but the tanwin is shown as a 

separate syllable, as (  7ُ َ@ َّ� ٍC ) Muhammad-in. 
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4. Tashdid is represented in romanization by doubling the letter or digraph.  

 ّDEيا�    = Al-Ghazzi>  ف�Fّ al-Kashsha>f = ا�

 

5. Diphthong 

  ْGــ = aw, example: لG< = qawl 

 Hــ = ay, example: �?I = khayr 

 

6. Ta’ Marbutah (ة) is romanized as h, except: idhafah is romanized as t, 

example:   وى��Lت ا��MG�N7  = majmu>’a>t al-fata>wa>. 

 

7. Ya’ in the relative adjective (al-Nisbah), the ending is romanized as y. 

example:     Hِّ .al-Makky =  ا�َ�

 

 


